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Interested in advertising?
Phone:  0837 683 696
We will give you the best possible deals and help your business grow

This Month in Discover Pattaya
Dear Readers

This month we focus on how Pattaya can be far more of a family-friendly 
destination than first impressions would suggest. It’s true to say that it's not
what the city is best known for yet Discover Pattaya is always keen to shine 
a light on the more unexpected. Ramayana our cover story for this month is
of course a fantastic place to take the kids. Like Discover Pattaya, the water
park proudly kept going throughout the pandemic and now has great plans to 
develop with new attractions and zones. 

Likewise, The Gems Mining Pool Villas have recently developed a beautiful
family Castaway zone which is well worth a look and the Pullman’s beach club
we feature in this issue is a great place to spend time with friends and family.

 Take Care Kids is a local charity close to our hearts and we are delighted to 
see that they are getting closer to their dream of a new home, St Andrews
International School Green Valley, Rayong also raised money for local charities 
whilst participating kids had a great time playing football at their One Day One 
Goal tournament  And if you want to treat your kids this year how about doing
up their rooms? There are some great ideas in our Trends for 2023 that might
give you some inspiration. Or if you're planning a trip to the UK there are film 
locations they will love to visit. 

Have a great month everyone and please contact me if you 
have a business or venture you would like us to promote - 
I’d love to hear from you! 
Gloria
gloria@patttayatrader.com
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The Sportsman Pub & Restaurant celebrated its
25th Anniversary on Valentine’s day last month.
This classic hostelry nestled in soi 13 (and guys 
really appreciate the signage from Pattaya 2nd
Road now) has been a welcome hang out for many.

Of course for Brits newly landed in Thailand seeing 
this bit of Old Blighty has been a welcome sight,
but over the years The Sportsman has evolved to 
be so much more than just an English pub away
from home. Its screens show all the important
sporting events and although its Sunday carvery is
so popular now that booking is advisable there is
also plenty of international fare to take you through
the week.

A long-standing special that’s perfect when 
watching a good match at The Sportsman is
their Wednesday Offer of Burger, Fries and Beer
(or soft drink) for just 195 baht. What is also very 
pleasing is, if like me, you also need accompanying
sauces and condiments for this type of meal, this 
restaurant does not skimp with the quality. Heinz 
tomato sauce, Sarsons vinegar - you know the
brands you get the picture.

We tried the classic burger with a good size bap (not a brioche I’m delighted to say), encasing a very tasty patty and 
crisp salad. However, should you wish, you can also have the option of adding extra cheese, bacon or egg - I would also 
like to see them add fried onions as an additional extra. Service was excellent and the beer was ice cold so we decided 
to stay and try the daily special. 

As mentioned earlier the Sportsman has specials each and every week such as their very popular All you can eat
pizza,pasta and salad Buffet on a Friday but in addition to these there is a chef’s special every 2 days - Monday/Tuesday, 
Wednesday/Thursday & Friday/Saturday. On the occasion we were at the Sportsman the special was Homemade
Salmon & Pollock Fish Cakes served with an excellent parsley sauce, chunky steak chips and tender garden peas. It 
was generous in size and excellent value at just 285 Baht.

I would recommend you join The Sportsman Pub & Restaurant 
Facebook Page to keep abreast of all their special offers and 
special events. Or phone 038 710 609 for reservations. Don’t forget 
they also do excellent off site catering. So if you have a party or 
event coming up that you would like them to cater get in touch..

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BURGER NIGHT
AT THE SPORTSMAN!
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Interviewed by James Kemp, Deputy Head of School at The British Learning Centre

Rugby School Thailand’s rise to prominence has been nothing short of 
meteoric. Since its founding in 2017, the school has received multiple 
accolades and accreditations, not least COBIS (Council of British 

two Beacon status awards for its boarding provision and enrichment 
opportunities. In recent months students have attended the World 
Scholars ‘Tournament of Champions’ at Yale University as well as recent 
graduates being offered university places at the likes of the University of 
Cambridge, Imperial College London, the University of St Andrews and 
King’s College London.

As the choice of international schools in the area grows with the opening 
of Singapore International School Bangkok’s sixth campus, in Rayong 
during August 2023, as well as trusted, established names such as St. 
Andrew’s Green Valley and Regents International School - how will parents 
choose the right school for their child?  I spoke with the Principal of Rugby 
School Thailand, Mr Bruce Grindlay, to ask what he feels parents should 
consider when exploring their options for their child’s education and how 
RST seeks to stand out from the crowd.

I met with Mr Grindlay at the school’s impressive 80 acre campus 
near Khao Mai Keaw, just outside Pattaya, where he accompanied me 
on an extensive tour of the facilities. I got the sense that Mr Grindlay 
was immensely proud of the school that he has led since 2021 and the 
opportunities it seeks to provide its students. What struck me beyond the 
breadth and quality of the facilities was how he spoke with passion and enthusiasm, in practical terms, about how they 
were being used to enrich the academic, sporting and cultural experiences of the students. 

The idea of holistic education is a mantra often repeated by school leaders and marketing teams; I was keen to 

achievements, whether that be through participation in the Duke of Edinburgh Awards scheme, participating in dramatic 
and musical performances or as budding engineers in the ‘F1 in Schools’ competition. 

Mr Grindlay was also keen to explain the schools emphasis on pastoral care and developing leadership skills through 
the house system. Houses play a particularly strong role in the lives of the school’s boarding students. Having seen 
the facilities provided for boarders, their experience seems a far cry from the Dickensian images that we might think of 
when we hear the term ‘boarding school’, with the students having support with their homework, access to the sporting 

option for parents, who may not live close to the school, but also provide an opportunity for the students to develop 

I asked Mr Grindlay what advice he would offer to parents navigating the plethora of choices they have for their child’s 

environments will suit all students. The need for your child to feel safe, valued and supported is paramount. Without this, 
academic success is unlikely and there may well be welfare issues in the future. As an educator myself, this certainly 
echoes my own experience. 

It is an exciting time to be involved in education in Thailand, whether as a student, parent or a professional. Increased 
choice can only mean that standards will also rise. I have also recently visited a number of international schools in 
Bangkok where there is certainly a race to the top in terms of facilities and student experience. However, this is also 

if the current fee structures are sustainable.   

Bruce Grindlay of
Rugby School Thailand
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AMENDMENTS TO THE THAI LIMITED COMPANY AND PARTNERSHIP 
STRUCTURE IS NOW IN EFFECT

SHAREHOLDING STRUCTURE
The minimum number of shareholders needed to establish a Thai 
Limited Corporation and Partnership has been reduced from 
three to just two as of February 7th, 2023.
In the event that there is only one shareholder left, the court may 
order the dissolution of the business.

SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING
At least seven days before the meeting, the company must send 
the notice convening the shareholders' meeting by registered 
mail to each shareholder listed in the company registry. If the 
company has bearer shares, it must make an announcement 
at least 7 days before the meeting date in the local newspaper 
at least once or post in electronic media in accordance with 
ministerial regulations.
The presence of at least two shareholders (or their proxies) 
representing at least one-fourth of the company's capital is 
necessary for a quorum at the shareholders' meeting.
The amended law permits holding board meetings via an internet 
platform; hence, attendance in person by the directors is not 
required. The tools that can be utilized include Zoom, Google 
Meet, MS Teams, among others; the meeting can be considered 
to have a full quorum unless there are other corporate restrictions 
prohibiting directors from conducting online meetings, for 
instance.
When the amended law takes effect, and the corporation has 
regulations stating that notice of holding the general shareholders' 
meeting must be published in the local newspaper, these 

regulations may still be used and in effect. The business must 
adhere to the procedures outlined in this rule. The rule should be 
changed if the corporation no longer wishes to publish the notice 
of the general shareholders' meeting in a local newspaper.

MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION

registration within 180 days starting on the day this Act takes 
effect. The Memorandum of Association (MOA) becomes void 
if the company is not registered within three years of the MOA 

AMALGAMATION AND MERGER
Prior to the Amendment, the Civil and Commercial Code only 
recognized the notion of "amalgamation," in which two or more 

amendment allows and adds one new option of merger to form 
a union of two businesses without the creation of a new legal 
organization.

CHANGING FROM PARTNERSHIP TO COMPANY LIMITED
With the approval of all shareholders, a registered partnership 

- submit a letter of consent from the shareholders to the registrar 
within 14 days of the consent being granted by all shareholders;
- at least once publish an advertisement in the media, and have 
the document of creditors' objections ready within 30 days.

By: Magna Carta Law Firm
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Jimi Hendrix wrote a song in the late sixties called if 6 was 9, two 

they can replace each other upside down.

If a couple of 3s were inserted, then 639.639 Hz is believed to 
be a frequency capable of opening your heart up and bringing you compassion from loved ones. It’s also believed to 
enhance communication, understanding, tolerance and love. Nikola Tesla also thought that 3, 6 and 9 were the key to 
everything.

Jimi is quoted as saying his song has a cosmic meaning, stating that…
 ‘If the sun refuse to shine, I don't mind, I don't mind, If the mountains fell in the sea, let it be, it ain't me. Alright, 'cos I 
got my own world to live through and I ain't gonna copy you…. 
Now if 6 turned out to be 9, I don't mind, I don't mind, 

Numerology is the belief in an occult, divine or mystical relationship between a number and one or more coinciding events.
It is also the study of the numerical value, via an alphanumeric system, of the letters in words and names, also often 
associated with the paranormal, alongside astrology.

The term ‘numerologist’ can be used for those who place faith in numerical patterns and draw inferences from them, 
even if those people do not practice traditional numerology.

I, personally, have been affected by numbers throughout my life. 
My biggest hit and highest grossing writing royalty return is with 
a song called 5,6,7,8., probably inspired from classic songs like 
1,2,3 and 5,4,3,2,1, both from the 60s or 2,4,6,8, Motorway which I 
regularly sang with my European touring band in the late 70s.

In recent years the numbers 6 and 9 have featured prominently in 
my life as for the last 12 years, I have been managing, producing 
and presenting local Pattaya radio station 96FM. 

Recently, I produced a new recorded tropical version of the Bryan 

Pattaya.

There are other connotations of 6 and 9 that are popular for me, 
but as this is a family magazine I will leave that to the readers 
imagination. Then, would you believe it? I have just turned 69. Who 
could have thunk it?

On a recent album, I wrote and produced a track called ‘27 Again’, which is how I’ve perceived my age ever since the 

well, mentally anyway. I still retain the same enthusiasm for creating new music and now producing accompanying 
visuals. My motto has always been ‘you never stop learning’ which is why 
any new project is an interesting challenge.

At the recent Burapa Bike Week, together with my new developing artist 
Coco Zhu, I proved to myself that I can still rock with the best and be a 
crowd pleaser when called upon.

The music business today is a far cry from the creative and original output 
from years gone by before the development of digital downloading. 
However, I still receive deep joy from producing new material and the 
rewards derived from it.

So, in the end, as Jimi suggests, it doesn’t matter if 6 was 9. 
Whichever way I look at it, the numbers have been kind.
Check out Barry Upton’s latest music on his dedicated YouTube channel 
- FAB BAZ MUSIC TV.

If    was
Barry Upton
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1. Fiend
2. Small bird
3. Lengthy
4. Shoulder board
5. Bank employee
6. Cooking surface
7. Highly excited
8. Single-masted sailing
vessel
9. Explosive device
10. Rodent
11. Legal excuse
12. Beer mug
13. Multitude
21. Belief
23. Rostrum
26. Bow down

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 49

CROSS WORD MARCH 2023
Across

1. Young nocturnal bird
6. Fastner
10. Reckless
14. Fumble
15. Look
16. Male singing voice
17. Relating to kidneys
18. Footwear
19. Layer
20. Immerse
22. Urge on
24. Tender

27. Candy
29. Lofty
33. Device used to shape
metal
34. Individual structure
35. Swarm
37. Postage token
41. Form of transport
42. Angered or excited
44. Negative vote
45. Livid
48. Entice
49. Agitate
50. Small island
52. Short hours employment
54. Can make your eyes water
58. Stead
59. Unwell
60. Female red deer
62. The second of two
66. Destroy
68. Den

71. Boundary of a surface
72. Gumbo
73. Spooky
74. Surface impression
75. Submerged rock or coral
76. Mythical cave-dwelling
creature

Down6. Avid

28. Allow
29. Musical instrument
30. Burden
31. Desire

36. Wall painting
38. Opposing
39. Wound seriously
40. Funeral mound
43. Danger
46. Sense organ
47. Close
49. Stammer
51. Sartor
53. Tableware
54. Weary
55. Evade

56. Coordinate
57. Reptile
61. Desperate
63. Root vegetable
64. Malevolent
65. Bobbin
67. Trap
69. One of the British
armed services, initially
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SOLUTIONS
CROSSWORD PAGE 46
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We sailed towards Koh Samui with excitement alighting the ferry 

and it was decided that we tour the island in an anti-clockwise 
direction. Koh Samui is Thailand’s second largest island (after 

the quintessential Thai beach, crescent shaped, clear blue water 
and lined with restaurants and palm trees.

Inclement weather greeted us the next morning and we took 
shelter in the charming Dara Kitchen where we savoured the 
unique Deep Fried Samui Buns which we can highly recommend! 

Central Samui as we needed to get out of the rain. There is a good 
selection of shops and restaurants here but I had recollections 
of artisan hand-craft shops with rather different goods in them. 
Sadly these have been replaced by mundane kiosks selling 
the same souvenirs as Phuket, Pattaya and Bangkok. It was, 
however, good to keep out of the rain!

As the sun re-appeared we continued north to our destination, 
the intriguing Escape Beach Resort at the end of Maenam Beach. 
Getting to the resort was a mountain adventure as with a drive down 
a very steep slope to a sharp left turn! However, the resort was 
worth it, quite charming and good value at only  THB.942. 

Our destination for the evening was the Fisherman’s Village, a slightly 
quirky place. You enter by a failed development but once you hit 
the street there are restaurants after restaurants lining the beach. 
Most appear to be upmarket and not the ‘tables in the sand style’. 

the Night Market.With the largest choice of food outside Bangkok, 
there is literally something for everyone from Austrian to Isan and  
everything in-between. Most dishes were priced at THB.100 and 
the helpings were generous the drinks were also reasonably priced. 
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The next morning we drove out to Big Buddha 
island, quite charming when it is not too busy. 
The Big Buddha itself is quite sublime and offers 
wide views over the bay and inland. Beneath the 
Buddha are some interesting, artisanal shops, if 
you look closely!

Continuing our circuit heading west, we followed 
the road enjoying some very photogenic views 
until we reached Nathon Beach where we stopped 
to see their latest catch.

That night we chose to stay at the Am Samui 
Resort Taling Ngam (THB.1,577 for an upgraded 
room) directly on the beach under the shadow of 
the tastefully constructed Intercontinental Hotel. 

We found the resort quite charming with chalets 
surrounded by tall coconut trees and a lovely 
garden. The beach was also quite lovely but it was 
just a shame that the staff did not see the need to 
clean it for their guests. 

The West of the island was really growing on 
us! Quiet, green and predominantly Thai with 
majestic coconut trees everywhere,a coffee shop 
called Café Botanikka caught our eye. With the 
coordinates installed we followed our navigation. 
Little did we know that the coffee shop was 
actually inside the ultra chic Conrad Resort. The 
valets parked our car for us and we were able to 
enjoy the incredible view from the resort entrance. 
The Café was a little disappointing but we enjoyed 
our surroundings.

For Part 2 of Kim’s Positive Highlights of Koh Samui see next month’s Discover Pattaya magazine or you can 
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If you’re considering Thailand property investment in 2023, 

starters, the economic situation in the Kingdom appears to 
be improving with the Ministry of Finance predicting GDP 
growth of 3.8 per cent for this year. That is largely due to
a surging tourism sector with arrivals in 2023 expected to 
come in somewhere between 20 and 30 million. While still
less than the 40 million visitors seen in 2019, it is certainly a 
far cry from the doom and gloom being forecasted by some 
who thought recovery would take years.
As tourism goes, so too does the country’s real estate market.
But before you decide to buy or not, here are four things you 
should know about Thailand's property investment in 2023.

Sansiri said it intends to launch 52 new projects worth THB75
billion combined. The latter total would be a record for the
country. Meanwhile, Supalai unveiled arrangements for 37
new project launches in 2023 while other homebuilders
including Noble Development, Frasers Property and Land 
Houses, are set to bring double-digit projects to the marke
this year. For investors, this will obviously mean more options
More importantly, the increase in activity is a sign that mos

prospects. Of course, you must know the types of project
they are launching and what locations they are focused on.

Domestic Bangkok condo demand is growing in several su
northern suburbs of Bang Sue, Chatuchak and Lat Phrao d
Bang Kapi districts have graduated from up-and-coming a
Phuket, the proliferation of luxury villas in the Bangtao/Lagu
most popular places to buy real estate. Developers such 
award-winning projects in recent times that appeal to both domestic and overseas buyer

A plan to allow foreign land ownership in Thailand was approved by the Cabinet last year, only for the proposal to be
pulled some two weeks later. Those hoping for this to be revisited shouldn’t hold their breath. There was talk of foreign
land ownership plans being redrafted in the aftermath of the proposal being shelved with suggestions, including the 
establishment of clearer guidelines and a higher investment minimum. Others sought to encourage overseas investment
in real estate through different measures. Neither idea gained traction and nothing looks likely to happen in 2023. The 
impending general election means major policies won’t have much of a chance to be enacted. 

The Eastern Seaboard property market, led by Pattaya, is presenting investors with a number of opportunities. For
instance, overseas demand for condo units is actually higher here than in Bangkok. What’s more, the split in demand
between domestic and foreign buyers was 55/45 per cent. This aligns closely with Thailand’s 51/49 per cent foreign

buyers continue to be active in the Pattaya condo market which wasn’t necessarily the case prior to 2020.

The fundamental difference between the Eastern Seaboard condo market today 
and eight years ago is quality. At the affordable end of the market, developers 
have really worked hard to create desirable units people want to own.

It is a far cry from back in the day when Pattaya was awash with poorly designed 
condominiums whose only main selling point was being cheap. Additionally, 
a few high-end projects are popping up in Pattaya which has added much-
needed diversity to the local market.

Assuming the next government continues to focus on the Eastern Economic
Corridor as a hub for foreign business, there is strong reason to believe the
Eastern Seaboard property market renaissance will continue.
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